
 

IT 600 Final Project Milestone Two Guidelines and Rubric 
 

Overview: For this milestone, you will create an analytical organizational profile. The goal is to map each of the general-purpose operating system features 
identified in the Milestone Two template to your analysis of what the feature is, why it is important, and what business-related problem such a general purpose 
operating system feature would create if not present in a typical small-to-medium-sized business back office.  
  
Prompt: Using the Milestone Two Template document, or using the Profile Criteria field as sections headers to create a paper, create an analytical organizational 
profile that includes these critical elements: 
 

 A description of each GPOS Feature in the template using relevant technical terms and topic-related details 

 A description in business terms of how the absence of this GPOS feature impacts a business such as TSI 
 
Guidelines for Submission: Complete the Student Analysis fields in the Module Three Milestone Two Template document.  
 

Critical Elements Proficient (100%) Needs Improvement (70%) Not Evident (0%) Value 

Technical 
Description of 

Each GPOS 
Feature 

The description of each GPOS 
Feature is described using 

relevant technical terms and 
topic-related detail  

The description of each GPOS 
Feature is not described using 

relevant technical terms and 
topic-related details 

The description is not evident or 
does not include all  GPOS 

features 

45 

Business Analysis 
of Each GPOS 

Feature 

The business analysis of each 
GPOS feature 
describes in business terms how 

the absence of this GPOS feature 
impacts a business such as TSI  

The business analysis of each 
GPOS feature does not describe in 
business terms how the absence 

of this GPOS feature impacts a 
business such as TSI 

The analysis is not evident or 
does not include all  GPOS 
features 

45 

Format Completed template or paper 
meets submission guidelines  

Completed template or paper 
partially meets submission 
guidelines 

Completed template or paper 
does not meet submission 
guidelines 

10 

Earned Total 100% 

 
 

http://snhu-media.snhu.edu/files/course_repository/graduate/it/it600/it_600_milestone_two_template.doc

